Unterstanding and protecting dolphins
Recommendations for responsible dolphin watching
Passive interaction:
Keep a respectful distance and let the animals decide!

A responsible tour operator
•

Code of conduct „Hurghada / El Gouna“ for boats
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Dolphins are never approached by boats at less than 200 m from 9am until 12pm (= “no approach time”, their main sleeping time)
Outside of the „no approach time“ a respectful minimum distance of 50 m parallel/sideways to
the animals’ swimming direction is always maintained (never from front or rear), unless dolphins
choose themselves to approach. In this situation, don’t increase driving speed or change direction suddenly
Driving speed is adjusted to the slowest animal an never exceeds 7 km/h or 4 knots. Never
reverse,
accelerate or change direction suddenly
No more than 2 boats at the same time with dolphins. Boats
have to be positioned behind another to allow an escape
route
Observation time is limited to 20 minutes. Don’t conduct
more than 3 snorkelling approach attempts, as other
boats might want to approach dolphins that day
When leaving dolphin groups it is important to know
where the dolphins are relative to the boat to avoid collisions or coming too close to the animals. Always leave
with slow speed
Dolphins are very sensitive to sound. Any noises (e.g. shouts,
horns, whistles, claps) must be avoided and the engine is
turned off when possible or put in neutral
As soon as a sign of distress (e.g. fluke slap, direction change, sudden increase of swimming speed) is noticed, the dolphins must be carefully left alone
The number of boats at any reef site is limited to the amount of available mooring buoys present. If all moorings are occupied, consider moving to another reef. Using anchor or wire on
reefs is prohibited

Code of conduct for swimmers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Glide very gently and quietly from a sitting position into the water
Always use lifejacket, fins, mask and snorkel
Swim gently, keep your arms close to your body, and move only your fins without excessive splashes
Don’t approach dolphins directly. Swim parallel/sideways and never dive down directly from
above
Never dive down when dolphins are resting
Never touch dolphins because diseases can be mutually transmitted
Don’t make any unnecessary noises
Swimmers are always accompanied by a trained guide. The guide to swimmer ratio shall not
exceed 1: 8
Animals are never fed and no rubbish or other polluting substances (e.g. soap, oil) is discarded
into the sea

Code of Conduct
in cooperation with:

•

•

ensures the least possible impact on dolphins and their environment
An operators top priority is the welfare of the animals. He/she complies to the
guidelines on how to interact with the animals in a responsible way. A reputable operator knows that you can never guarantee the sighting of a wild animal.
offers their customers information about the animals and their environment
The operator communicates realistic expectations regarding encounters and
the behaviour of the dolphins. On board, an expert should give a briefing
about the guidelines for interactions and provide information about the biology of the animals, their environment and the threats they face.
promotes sustainable wildlife conservation
The operator supports research and/or environmental organisations and tries
to reduce their environmental impact (e.g. reducing plastic waste, recycling,
efficient boat engines).

You can make an contribution to the wellbeing of dolphins by
•

•

•

informing yourself about the guidelines of the country you are visiting.
visiting the website of the International Whaling Commission (www.icw.int) and
searching for the guidelines for the specific country.
speaking to the tour operator if there are any inconsistencies.
If you notice that the provider does not adhere to the guidelines, don’t hold
back: say something!
sharing good and bad experiences.
Report good or bad behaviour on online platforms. Add proof by uploading photo or video evidence and inform the local environmental and tourist authorities.

Care for Dolphins is supported by:

Further project partners:

Care
for
Dolphins
The programme for conservation

awareness & environmental education about
bottlenose dolphins living in the Hurghada area, Red Sea
Care for Dolphins bases its information
on scientific evidence of “Dolphin Watch Natural Underwater
Science” and is supported locally by “Frogs Swim Academy”.

What dolphins like

Did you know that dolphins…
•
•
•

Sometimes we like to approach a small group of snorkelers for fun.

In our active period we love
socializing with each other, swimming together in different areas
and hunting in groups.

•

•
•
•
•

We like it if boats drive parallel to us and keep a
distance of at least 50 m.

We love playfully rubbing against one
another and cleaning our skin frequently.

•
•
•
•
•
•

From morning until noon, our group
mainly sleeps. We stay close together
and swim along the reef. During this
time we do not like to be disturbed.

are mammals and not fish? The females’ pregnancies last for 12 months and
they feed their young on milk for three years.
have lungs and breathe air like we do? They can hold their breath for more than
10 minutes!
sleep while they are swimming? However, half of their brain is awake and the
other half is asleep and the eye opposite the sleeping half of the brain stays
closed.
in the Hurghada area sleep in the morning until the early afternoon? They swim
closely together with the other group members and come to the surface regularly for air. During this time, they usually stay near a reef which gives them cover
and protection, because in the open sea waters they need their full attention to
be able to keep a lookout for predators like sharks, for example.
live in Hurghada’s coastal regions all year round and number around 200
animals?
like to rub their skin on corals, sea grass, sand and sponges?
can swim at a speed of up to 35 kilometres per hour and can dive to a depth of
300 metres?
can hunt in the dark without using their eyes? They make clicking sounds to send
out high-pitched sound waves (biosonar) and can use the echo to locate their
prey (echolocation).
love to play with seaweed, pieces of coral, jellyfish and other sea creatures?
can live up to the age of 50 and maintain friendships that can last a lifetime?
can recognise themselves in a mirror? They have self-awareness like we do. They
are very intelligent and learn a lot from each other.
will suffer from dolphin tourism if the dolphin tour operators do not adhere to the
recommendations and guidelines?
will suffer from dolphin tourism and from trash and waste in the water?
are getting injured or killed in huge fishing nets? The tuna fishing industry is also
still a serious threat to dolphins.

What dolphins dislike

Hectically splashing and loud
snorkelers make us stressed.

The noise of the boat engines
and their vibrations disturb our
communication and our sleep.

We hate being surrounded by
boats, as we need enough space to come up to the surface to
take a breath.
We don’t like being touched by humans. Our skin is very
sensitive and we are therefore very vulnerable to the transmission of diseases.

Sometimes we like coming close to a boat and enjoy bow
riding to save our energy.

Food that might be tasty and healthy
for you is not good for us. Please don‘t
feed us!
We hate being chased and harassed by
boats.

